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“Not necessarily.” Kate knew what he meant and shook her head. “Since the Turtle Sage chose to treat your injuries, he wouldn’t

provide you with false information.

“The reason is simple in my view. The secular world and the ancient martial world are two different worlds. They’re clearly

separated and rarely cross paths.

“Furthermore, the martial world has rules established from ancient times. They must never disclose any information about the

martial world to the secular world.

“The Flame Emperor’s family being reduced to only two people is simply due to the decline of the family… You’ll have to ask

them regarding the details.”

Andrius felt that that made sense, so he nodded. “Okay, let’s go and take a look.”

With that, they headed toward the address on the paper.

Henry wanted to butter up to Andrius and came forward. “Wolf King, is there anything I can do for you? Just give me your orders

and I’ll handle it properly.”

Andrius did not want to make a fuss. He refused, “Just do what you have to do. No need to follow me.”

“Yes, sir!”

Since Andrius gave his command, Henry had no choice but to follow the order no matter how unwilling he was.

Then, Andrius and Kate went toward the address. The map showed that it was very close, so they proceeded on foot.

“Waa… Waa…”

When they passed by a school, a piercing cry reached them.

Andrius turned curiously.

It was a six–year–old boy. His balloon got stuck in a treetop, and he could not get it down, so he was sobbing in sadness.

“Heh…” Andrius could not help but chuckle and was just about to help him retrieve the balloon.

Whoosh…

Just then, a girl in a school uniform and a ponytail walked over briskly, carrying a youthful

and vibrant charm.

Without saying a word, she jumped up and took the balloon down.

“Here.” The girl handed the balloon to the little boy and smiled brightly. “Boys shouldn’t cry easily, y’know? If you need something

in the future, just ask for help!”

At that moment, her curved eyelashes and eyes were as beautiful as the crescent moon in the sky.

“Thank you! Thank you, Lili!” The boy was overjoyed at getting his balloon back and thanked her, promising, “I know. I won’t cry

so easily in the future!”

“Good boy!” The girl smiled and patted the little boy’s head.

“Liliana! Liliana Jones!”
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A group of high school boys appeared out of nowhere. When they saw the girl, they immediately shouted her name loudly and

rushed toward her.

Seeing this, Liliana patted the boy’s head again and then ran off.

Liliana Jones?

Andrius and Kate were stunned when they heard that name. She was one of the siblings they were looking for!

They never expected to cross paths with her this way.

“Liliana, don’t run!”

“You can’t escape, Liliana!”

“Liliana…”
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As the group of high school boys chased after her, their voices became louder and clearer.

With their suspicions confirmed, Kate and Andrius exchanged a look and went after them as

well.

Swoosh…

skid…

In her panic, Liliana rushed into a dead–end alley.

It was only after she turned the corner that she realized this.

Behind her, her pursuers had already sealed the alley entrance tightly.
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